Bird Feeder

1. GATHER SUPPLIES
   - Ice cream cone
   - Creamy peanut butter
   - Bird seed
   - Popsicle stick
   - Pipe cleaner (or yarn)
   - Scissors

2. CLIP THE ICE CREAM CONE
   Using scissors, cut the bottom tip of the cone (clip far enough down to expose a hole).

3. CREATE A HANGER
   - Make a knot at one end of the pipe cleaner (or use a piece of yarn and double knot one end)
   - Feed the pipe cleaner through the hole. The knot should keep the end in place.

4. ADD PEANUT BUTTER
   Using the popsicle stick, spread peanut butter around the outer side of the wide end of the cone

5. ADD BIRD SEED
   Roll the buttered edge in the bird seed (tip: a disposable coffee filter is a great seed holder for this step and allows for easy cleanup).

6. HANG THE FEEDER
   Wrap the pipe cleaner around a branch or tie with yarn to keep the feeder in place.
   Watch as the birds come by to feed!